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Warm greetings from Apex, NC!
“Home is where the heart is”—our hearts
have been spending a lot of time at home,
haven’t they? The pandemic has shone a
bright light on the value and vitalness of
media ministry, which crosses almost any
boundary to seeking hearts.
Signiﬁcantly increased numbers
of people have accessed TWR
content on various platforms.
Priorities are shifting, people are
spiritually searching, and TWR is
hard at work to unceasingly
shine the light of truth into the darkness.

THIS IS OUR CHURCH NOW
A Radio Home (RH) is a small group of
people, sometimes a family, who gather
around a media player loaded with TWR
content (mostly Thru the Bible/TTB) in various
local (heart!) languages.
RHs currently exist in India
(7,500+), Bangladesh (1514),
Sri Lanka (# - ?, but 206
new ones were added in
just April), Nepal (no #s
yet) and Pakistan ( 3,000+).

WHAT WOULD WE HAVE DONE?
“During lockdown, every Sunday at 10:00 we
listened in our homes to a RH lesson on the
devices you gave—as a church gathered by
one Spirit while physically distanced.
Additionally, people use the lessons to share
the gospel with family and some
have already accepted Christ!”
- Sri Lankan pastor

TWR HELPED ME GET PREGNANT
Did that catch your a>ention? 
This listener from Pakistan wrote: “I
am part of a society where a
childless woman is considered worthless. I
was living in depression and degraded as an
outcast—not even permi>ed to a>end
wedding ceremonies. One day a RH
coordinator gave me an mp3 player loaded
with TTB programs. While studying 1 Samuel
in the Old Testament, I heard the
story of Hannah and Samuel. It
was a life-changing experience. I
prayed the same words and God
blessed me with a child! I know
that in this hopeless society the
Word of God is our only light.
Thank you!”

ARE YOU LISTENING?
“Certainly the Lord prepared us
for this crisis by already
implementing the RH strategy. I
recently met a pastor who
arranged for all 40 church
families to buy the RH kits and
they all listen to one TTB
program daily. An appointed
elder even calls each family to
inquire if they are listening!”
- TWR India director
“I am so encouraged to see how
people are using this device. We
are a poor and underprivileged
community. But in this way we
are able to provide a wonderful
Bible study to our people, who
listen regularly.”
- Rathwi language producer

I COULDN’T FEED MY FAMILY
In Bangladesh, a survey revealed that the
average income in city slums and among rural
poor dropped by more than 80% since the
pandemic began. With the help
of TWR International, our
national partner provided two
weeks worth of food to 709
families in 12 districts.
“I am a farmer with no job due
to COVID-19. We limited eating
to once daily, with only enough
rice to last four days. Thank

God that He saved our family
yet again—TWR Bangladesh
gave us almost everything we
needed. Pray that we can soon
go out for our work and also to
share the good news.”

LOVE IN ACTION
Two producers in Nigeria
chose to quarantine in the
studio—resulting in the
production of (30) half-hour
programs in 30 days—what
humbling dedication!
TWR Indonesia donated 400
hazmat suits to a hospital and
distributed packages of basic
needs to listeners.
TWR Cambodia distributed
masks to listeners living in
remote locations.

WILL YOU PRAY?
• Protection physically, emotionally and
spiritually for the global TWR family … some
facing unfathomable hardships.
• Wisdom on when we can
travel again—for family,
ministry partner visits and
TWR ministry.
All for His glory,

Harry & Eileen
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